Key Talking Points from Spiritual Partnership


Human Consciousness has changed. We can experience more than the five senses
detect. This is multisensory perception. Many of us feel this transformation
already, and everyone will be multisensory in a few generations.



This change, from being five sensory to multisensory, is enormous. We will be
able to sense ourselves as personalities and souls at the same time, and know
things we couldn’t before—meaning, information, reasons for past events, and
more.



The transformation in consciousness offers us a choice. Either we can chose to
ignore the evolutionary process taking place and live as we have in the past. Or
we can embrace the incredible opportunity to live our lives in alignment with our
souls. We can discover Authentic Power.



Our relationships of the past were based on needs. This is how humans survived
for so long. But like good medicine suddenly gone bad, our evolutionary
transformation offers a new path. Spiritual Partnership is this path.



Spiritual Partnership is partnership between equals for the purpose of spiritual
growth. It is dramatically different from all previous forms of relationship and
serves a different purpose. Spiritual partnerships are vehicles that multisensory
individuals use to create authentic power and support one another.



Equality is the perception that nothing in the Universe is more precious than you
and nothing in the Universe is less precious than you. Spiritual partnerships
require it and the partners help one another develop it. Spiritual partners stay
together as long as they grow together.



Fulfilling and amazing experiences await spiritual partners as they support one
another in changing and healing frightened parts of their personalities and
cultivating and strengthening loving parts of their personalities with courage and
integrity.



Spiritual partners commit to aligning their personalities with their souls. The
benefit is authentic power, the life that your heart longs to live -- fulfilled,
grateful, caring, patient, fully present, meaningful, creative, and living.



Everyone feels unworthy and defective at times, and this is very painful. This
comes from the frightened parts of our personality (anger, greed, inferiority or
superiority feelings, being judgmental, etc.). But we can change those parts – and
that change comes from within. You cannot change your emotions at will, but
you can choose what you will do when your emotions come.
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Love and fear are the poles of the human experience. Together they encompass
every action. Only the commitment to love allows you to choose love when the
magnetic attraction of fear is great (for example, when anger erupts
uncontrollably in you, or you feel that you must win a power struggle). Only the
commitment to fear can prevent love from filling your life and bringing you
together with others who are committed to love.



The more you cultivate loving parts of your personality and challenge the
frightened parts, the more your personality becomes aligned with your soul.
Eventually, the frightened parts of your personality lose their control over you and
the loving parts create without limitation.



Happiness depends on what happens outside us and is temporary; joy depends on
what happens inside of us and is permanent. You cannot create joy, but you do
not need to. You need only to remove obstructions to it.



You are the hero you’ve been looking for!



Equality is the perception that nothing in the Universe is more precious than you
and nothing in the Universe is less precious than you. Spiritual partnerships
require it and the partners help one another develop it. Spiritual partners stay
together as long as they grow together.



Fulfilling and amazing experiences await spiritual partners as they support one
another in changing and healing frightened parts of their personalities and
cultivating and strengthening loving parts of their personalities with courage and
integrity.



Spiritual partners commit to aligning their personalities with their souls. The
benefit is authentic power, the life that your heart longs to live -- fulfilled,
grateful, caring, patient, fully present, meaningful, creative, and living.



Each time you experience for yourself that you do not need to be controlled by
your anger, jealousy, resentment, or craving for food, sex, alcohol, or gambling
you begin to experience some mastery in your life that was not there before. The
relationship between your choices and your experiences becomes undeniable and
then liberating.



Change in yourself what you want to change in the world. If you want to see less
rage from the world, become less angry. If you want to remove revenge from the
world, remove it from you...
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The five sensory perception of the family as the unique, defining, and sole origin
of the personality is being replaced by the Multisensory perception of the family
as a vehicle chosen by souls to assist one another in spiritual development,
repeatedly in many times and in many places. When you create a spiritual
partnership in your family, you access a healing potential that is far greater than it
appears.



Friends and spiritual partnerships are not the same thing. Transforming
friendships into spiritual partnerships does not require changing others. It
requires changing you. All that is needed to create the potential for a spiritual
partnership is commitment to creating authentic power and following the spiritual
guidelines.



Spiritual partners stay together as they grow together. They choose their roles.



Spiritual partners share the things they are most frightened will destroy their
partnership.



The role that will eventually call to all of us is Universal Human. It is beyond
nation, culture, sex, religion, and race. It is a citizen of the universe whose
allegiance is to life first and all else second.
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